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We just had our home painted by College Works Painting and we would like to express
our
complete satisfaction with the quality of their work and commend the project manager,
Albert
Fliman. From the initial meeting through the final inspection Albert was courteous,
conscientious
and professional beyond his years.
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We had received several quotes from other painting contractors, usually in the form of a
number
which was hastily arrived at and seemingly pulled out of thin air. College Works Panting
was
refreshingly different. Albert actually took the time to inspect our house and he provided
us with
a detailed quote based on his inspection.
After presenting us with the estimate he then took us out to look at the house and explain
to us
exactly what work needed to be done and how he arrived at the numbers in his quote.
This was
one of the main reasons that we decided to go with College Works Painting.
This attention to detail carried over into all other aspects of the job; the power washing,
scraping,
sanding, masking, priming of bare wood and the application of the paint itself. At the end
of the
day Albert would again walk around the house with us and show us the work that had
been
completed that day as well as explain what was to be done next. I was evident that Albert
took
great pride in his work.
During these daily inspections I noticed how conscientious the crew was in cleaning up
after
themselves and storing their equipment neatly and out of the way While there was good
camaraderie among the entire crew, it was clear that Albert also had their respect.
Our 100+ year old house provided many challenges but they were able to overcome
every one.
Additional challenges were provided by our four-year-old daughter and our two dogs. The
work
crew was very thoughtful aid planned their activities so they were able to avoid having to
do any
work near our daughter's bedroom during her nap time. Meanwhile, whenever they were
working on the back of the house they had to deal with our two dogs. They were
apparently dog

lovers because none of them complained about the barking or the jumping when they
arrived
each morning.
Upon final inspection there were several areas that needed a bit of touch-up, At first we
thought
that perhaps we were being a bit picky about some of the things that we pointed out and
asked
them to attend to, but Albert put us at ease when he insisted that we be totally satisfied
with the results before we pad him.
College Works Painting and Albert Fliman in particular, have earned our highest
Recommendation. We can not speak highly enough about this hard-working, dependable,
responsible, aid personable young man.
Thomas Hutchings and Paula Di Canio
1232 St Johns Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035

